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BAGHDAD: The Iraqi government has told its military not to seek assistance
from the US-led coalition in operations against the Daesh group, two senior
Iraqi military officials said, in the latest tensions between Washington and
Baghdad after an American strike killed a top Iranian general and Iraqi
militia commander.
Officially, the Iraqi military announced Jan. 30 that it and the coalition
resumed joint military operations after a three-week halt. The pause was
called amid soaring tensions following the Jan. 3 US airstrike ordered by
President Donald Trump that killed Iranian Gen. Qassem Soleimani and senior
Iraqi militia leader Abu Mahdi Al-Muhandis.
But in practice, Iraqis are seeking to minimize coalition assistance against
Daesh, based on government orders, two Iraqi military officials and one
militia official said this week.
“After the killing of Soleimani, the Iraqi government decided to inform us
formally not to cooperate and not to seek assistance from the US-led
international coalition in any operation,” a senior military intelligence
official told The Associated Press.
The US-led coalition paused its mission to fight Daesh in Iraq on Jan. 5 in
the wake of the strike. That same day Shiite lawmakers, irate by what they
called a flagrant violation of sovereignty, pushed a non-binding resolution
requesting that the government cancel legal agreements that provide the basis
for US troop presence in the country.
Outgoing Prime Minister Adel Abdul-Mahdi has stated publicly that US troops
must go, but has stepped back from unilaterally canceling existing
agreements, saying the matter was up to the next prime minister to decide.
Prime Minister-designate Mohammed Allawi has not made his policy toward the
troop presence known.
Some 5,200 US soldiers are stationed in Iraqi bases to support local troops
fighting Daesh. They are part of a larger international coalition invited by
the Iraqi government in 2014.
A commander in Iraq’s elite US- trained Counter-Terrorism Services in western
Anbar province said some training continues, but “as for military operations
and carrying out operations, there is no support.”
According to coalition spokesperson Col. Myles Caggins, no airstrikes have
been conducted since the killing of Soleimani.
“The Iraqis have not requested assistance with airstrikes in recent weeks,
while our operations are paused. All Coalition airstrikes have been
coordinated with the Iraqi Security Forces for years,” he said.
US Marine Gen. Frank McKenzie, the top American commander for the Middle
East, met Tuesday with Iraqi leaders and acknowledged that joint military
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operations and training have been scaled back, though he said US special
operations forces are doing some missions with Iraqi commandos.
“We’re still in a period of turbulence. We’ve got a ways to go,” he said.
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JERUSALEM: Israeli forces shot and killed a 17-year-old Palestinian during
clashes with demonstrators in the West Bank on Wednesday, the first death
since tensions rose following the release of President Donald Trump’s Mideast
plan, according to Palestinian officials.
The shooting came hours after Israel struck Hamas targets in Gaza in response
to rocket fire toward Israeli communities overnight.
The teenager was killed in Hebron, where a few hundred hard-line Jewish
settlers live in a heavily guarded enclave in the heart of a Palestinian
city. Violent protests have broken out across the occupied West Bank since
the Trump plan was unveiled last week.
The Palestinian health ministry said Mohammed Al-Haddad was shot in the chest
and succumbed to his wounds after being taken to a hospital. There was no
immediate comment from the Israeli military.
The Palestinians have roundly rejected Trump’s Mideast proposal, which offers
them limited self-rule in scattered chunks of territory with a capital on the
outskirts of Jerusalem while allowing Israel to annex large parts of the West
Bank.
Protesters have burned US and Israeli flags as well as posters of Trump and
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. Stones and firebombs have been
hurled at Israeli troops, with one exploding and lightly wounding a soldier.
The Israeli military has instructed troops to “contain” the protests and not
respond forcefully, concerned that Palestinian casualties would set off
further violence.
In Gaza, the military said it targeted a Hamas weapons manufacturing site.
There were no reports of casualties. The exchange comes amid an uptick in
cross-border rocket and “explosive balloon” launches from the Hamas-
controlled territory.
The Gaza Strip has been relatively calm in recent months as part of an
informal truce between its Hamas rulers and Israel, but tension has increased
since President Donald Trump unveiled his plan, which heavily favors Israel,
last week.
Under the plan, Israel would be allowed to annex all Jewish settlements in
the West Bank, as well as the strategic Jordan Valley. The Palestinians were
offered limited self-rule in Gaza, parts of the West Bank and some sparsely
populated areas of Israel in return for meeting a long list of conditions.
The Palestinians, as well as much of the international community, view the
settlements in the West Bank and annexed east Jerusalem — territories seized
by Israel in the 1967 war — as illegal and a major obstacle to peace.
Hamas had recently curbed rocket fire from Gaza and rolled back weekly
protests along the frontier that had often turned violent. In return, Israel
eased the blockade it imposed with Egypt on Gaza after they seized power from
forces loyal to the Palestinian Authority in 2007.
Hamas rejected the Trump plan and vowed that “all options are open” in
responding to the proposal, but the group is not believed to be seeking
another war with Israel.
Following the latest rocket fire, the military said it viewed the incident
with “great severity and is prepared for various scenarios.” It said the zone
available for fishing off the coast of the Palestinian territory would be
tightened from 15 nautical miles to 10 in response to the rocket fire and
explosive balloons.
Meanwhile, the Western-backed Palestinian Authority based in the West Bank



announced it has stopped importing Israeli vegetables, fruits, beverages and
mineral water. That’s the latest step in a brewing trade war with Israel that
began in September, when the Palestinians decided to stop importing beef from
Israel.
The P.A. claimed most of the 120,000 head of cattle the Palestinians import
monthly from Israel was itself imported and that they therefore prefer to
import directly from abroad. The move appeared aimed at reducing the
Palestinians’ economic dependence on Israel.
Shortly after the September announcement, Israeli cattle ranchers saw a drop
in their market and pressured Israeli authorities to take action. Defense
Minister Naftali Bennett retaliated with a ban on Palestinian beef and other
products, triggering the Palestinians to expand their boycott.
The Palestinian minister of economy, Khaled Al-Osaily, said the latest
decision was meant to pressure Israel into revoking its ban on importing
vegetables. He said the P.A. annually imports from Israel some $300 million
worth of fruits and vegetables while exporting only $55 million.
“We told them this decision has come as a response to the Israeli decision
and will be revoked the moment they back off,” Al-Osaily said. “We have
chosen these products since we have an alternative or we can live without
them.”
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LONDON: The secretary-general of the Arab League expressed his deep concern
about the military escalation in northwest Syria on Wednesday and called on
all parties to “avoid slipping into armed confrontations that increase the
suffering of civilians.”
Ahmed Aboul Gheit added that although terrorist threats in some areas of
Idlib should be dealt with, care should be taken to avoid targeting civilians
and hospitals.
Aboul Gheit also said that the Arab League continues to warn against Turkish
intervention in Syria which has contributed to the deteriorating humanitarian
situation and the increase in the number of displaced people.
Russian-backed Syrian regime forces on Wednesday pressed on with their
offensive in Idlib, where they have seized more than 20 towns and villages
from rebels and extremists over the past 24 hours, according to the Britain-
based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights and state news agency SANA.
Intensive aerial bombardment and ground fighting in the Idlib region since
December have killed almost 300 civilians and triggered one of the largest
waves of displacement in the nine-year war.
The United Nations and aid groups have condemned the escalation and called
for an end to hostilities in a region that is home to three million people,
half of them already displaced from other parts of Syria.
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UNITED NATIONS, United States: Secretary-General Antonio Guterres on Tuesday
emphasized the UN’s role as the guardian of international law in the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict, days before US President Donald Trump’s son-in-law is
to present a new Mideast peace plan to the Security Council.
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Jared Kushner, a key architect of the Trump administration’s blueprint that
has enraged the Palestinians, is to brief the council’s 14 other members at a
behind-closed-doors lunch on Thursday.
“Our position is very clear. We are the guardians of the UN resolutions and
international law in relation to the Palestinian question,” Guterres told a
wide-ranging news conference at the UN headquarters.
“We are totally committed to the two-state solution,” he added, reiterating
his stance that the peace plan must be based on the pre-1967 borders.
The US plan makes numerous concessions to Israel, proposing the establishment
of a Palestinian capital in Abu Dis, a suburb of Jerusalem. The Palestinians
have long sought the whole of east Jerusalem as their capital.
The US proposal also gives consent for the annexation of Israeli settlements
as well as the Jordan Valley, Palestinian territories occupied by Israel
since 1967.
The Palestinians, who have strongly criticized Trump’s plan, have indicated
they plan to submit a draft resolution through Tunisia, a non-permanent
member of the Security Council.
The resolution’s content has not been divulged as yet, but the United States
would likely oppose it, using its veto if necessary, should it gain the
support of nine council members, the minimum required for passage.
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coordination of actions in Syria —
Kremlin
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MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin and Turkish counterpart Tayyip
Erdogan agreed to take immediate measures to improve coordination of their
countries’ actions in Syria, the Kremlin said on Tuesday.
Putin and Erdogan, in a phone call initiated by Turkey, highlighted the need
to follow Russia-Turkey agreements on Syria’s Idlib that envisage increasing
cooperation to “neutralize extremists,” the Kremlin said.
Turkey’s report on the same phone call earlier on Tuesday said that Erdogan
told Putin that Turkey will use its self-defense rights in the even of
another attack on Turkish military personnel in Syria.
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